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Abstract. In this research, a system is developed to visualize climate
data as a 3D geometry, a climate torus. The system extracts time, dry
bulb temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed information. Four
points are created on a psychrometric chart using maximum temperature, minimum temperature, maximum humidity, and minimum humidity of a day. A closed curve passing these four points is drawn as a
profile curve. 365 profile curves are generated for each day of the year.
These curves are rotated along the vertical axis of the psychrometric
chart, each at the incremental angle of 365/360, so that these curves
rotate full 360 degrees to represent one year period. The system then
generates a climate torus by lofting all the curves. Wind speed information is coded on the climate torus as holes. The diameter of the
holes denotes wind speed. The climate torus is 3D printed after giving
a minimum thickness to the surface. This process was assigned to
sophomore architecture students. They showed great interest and
gained better understanding of climate responsive design through the
task. The climate torus has the future potential of coding more climate
elements into it, e.g. solar radiation as colour, precipitation as texture,
etc.
Keywords. Climate data visualization; Climate torus; 3D printing

1. Introduction
Climate influences building design in many ways such as building appearance, building envelope, costs, etc. To be more specific, climate can affect
glazing area, building orientation, shading devices, insulation materials,
thermal mass, piloti structure, and many more. With the increasing emphasis
on sustainable buildings, designing climate responsive buildings becomes
more and more important. To apply appropriate passive and/or active climate
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responsive building design strategies, it is critical for architects to comprehensively understand the climate of the building site. Buildings that are designed to be responsive to the climate provide a comfortable indoor environment to the occupants while consuming less resources.
Architects have been visualizing and analysing climate data for their
building design. Raw climate data gathered at weather stations are usually in
the format of series of numbers which denote the values of solar radiation,
temperature, humidity, etc. Due to its overwhelming amount of numbers,
raw climate data are nearly meaningless without proper visualization. To
better understand each climate element and the relationship between the elements, climate data has been visualized and analysed in various ways for
design purposes. The most commonly used climate elements are temperature,
humidity, solar radiation, and wind conditions. Commonly used visualization
techniques include sun path diagram, temperature charts, humidity charts,
scattered plot on psychrometric charts, colour coded solar radiation, and
wind rose. A limitation of the visualization methods listed above is that the
charts only show one or two climate factors at a time which is incapable of
displaying coincident climate factors (Clayton, 1990). There are also many
computer applications simulating building performance such as Ecotect,
Green Building Studio, DOE2, and EnergyPlus. These simulation applications require at least schematic design of the building form to simulate the
performance. On the other hand, an appropriate climate data visualization
can help architects to get an idea where to start even before building mass
study.
In this research we developed a visualization system that processes raw
climate data and visualizes it in 3D forms. Climate elements coded into the
3D forms include temperature, humidity, wind speed, and time. This 3D
form has the potential to accommodate more climate elements such as solar
radiation as colour, precipitation as texture. Visualizing multiple climate elements in one place is expected to provide architects a holistic view of the
climate for their building site.
2. Climate data to 3D form
This system is developed in Rhino Grasshopper using C# scripts and default
Rhino batteries. The system reads a climate data file and processes the data,
converting the data into hourly data and extracting necessary datum fields.
Profile curves are then generated based on the processed data. A climate torus is generated by lofting the profile curves. Wind speed information is then
coded into the climate torus as holes on the surface (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Work flow in Grasshopper.

2.1. CLIMATE DATA
Depending on the source, climate data differ in content and format. The climate data provided by the Department of Energy (DOE) for EnergyPlus use
is Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) data in the format of EPW, TMY,
TMY2, and so on (DOE, 2014). National Climate Data Centre at National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides the weather data of each year at the weather stations in temporal sequence (NOAA, 2014).
In this research we used climate data of the year 2013 provided by NOAA.
The data recorded at weather stations are not hourly data. Usually there are
more than 24 rows of data for a day, and sometimes less than 24. The climate data processing module of the visualization system interpolates the data
to 8760 rows of data for the year 2013 at one hour interval. Then we extracted the climate elements we want to use for visualization which are date and
time, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature, relative humidity, and
wind speed. Based on psychrometric charts, the climate processing module
then converts relative humidity into humidity ratio which is needed to generate forms in later steps.
2.2. BASIC FORM GENERATION
Psychrometric charts put dry bulb temperature on the horizontal axis, and
humidity ratio on the vertical axis. This visualization system puts four points
on the psychrometric chart. The (x, y) coordinates of the points are comprised of the values of (maximum dry bulb temperature, humidity ratio at the
moment of maximum temperature), (minimum temperature, humidity at the
moment of minimum temperature), (temperature at the moment of maximum
humidity, maximum humidity), (temperature at the moment of minimum
humidity, minimum humidity). A closed curve passing these four points is
drawn as a profile curve (Figure 2). 365 profile curves are generated for each
day of the year. These curves are rotated along the vertical axis of psychrometric chart each at the incremental angle of 365/360, so that these curves
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rotate full 360 degrees to represent one year period (Figure 3). This shows
the cyclical nature of climate data. The system then generates a climate torus
by lofting all the curves (Figure 4 left).

Figure 2. Profile curve from four points (the value for humidity ratio is pounds of moisture in
10,000 pounds of dry air).

Figure 3. Daily profile curves for a year, top view (left) and perspective view (right).

Figure 4. Climate torus generated by lofting all profile curves. Daily profile (left), weekly
profile (middle), and monthly profile (right).

The origin point of the axis of the profiles should have a value small
enough to avoid self-intersection of the form to ensure successful 3D printing. For the twelve cities chosen in this paper, we used 0F (-18.8C) as the
origin point.
2.3. PARAMETRICALLY CONTROLLED PROFILE NUMBERS
The numbers of the curves are parametrically controlled. Each profile curve
can represent 1~90 days. Figure 4 shows the differences between the forms
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created with daily curves, weekly curves, and monthly curves. With the
amount of days each curve representing increases, the form loses details and
captures only big picture of climatic characteristics. Climate responsive design strategies are usually designed for bigger characteristics of the climate.
Detail changes of the climate are usually controlled by mechanical systems.
Even in the practice of cooling and heating, engineers do not size the systems by the coldest or hottest day of the year, because this causes oversized
system for a few extreme days of the year. In this sense the details may appear as noise to architects to capture the bigger characteristics of the climate.
When a curve represents more than one day data, the average of maximum
or the average of the minimum values of the days are used instead of using
the maximum or minimum values of the days. This is intended to avoid using extreme values to represent typical climate.
2.4. CODING ADDITIONAL CLIMATE ELEMENTS
After the climate torus is generated, we coded wind speed information into
the form as the holes. The diameter of the holes denotes the wind speed. The
system first takes the UV map of the climate torus, then generates circles on
the map (Figure 5). The diameter of the circles are proportional to the values
of wind speed. The system then remaps the UV map onto the climate torus
(method developed by Sean Madigan, 2012). As the final step, the circles are
subtracted from the form (Figure 6 left). Time on the form is set in a way to
mimic the position of the sun. If looking at the profile, the highest point is
noon and the lowest point is midnight (Figure 6 right).

Figure 5. Wind speed coded on the UV map of the form.

Figure 6. Wind speed coded on the climate torus (left), and associating circle position with
time (right).
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2.5. READING INFORMATION FROM THE CLIMATE TORUS
In Figure 7, O is the origin of the model. From top view (Figure 7, left)
we can get temperature information, and from front view (Figure 7, right) we
can get humidity information of the climate. The best way to read wind
speed information is to orbit perspective view on computer screen. In top
view (Figure 7), WT is the minimum temperature of January 1st, ST is the
minimum temperature of July 1st. Therefore, seasonal temperature difference
can be shown by the shift of the form from the origin. DUT, the band width
of the climate torus, shows diurnal temperature difference. In front view
(Figure 7), WH is winter humidity, SH is summer humidity. Seasonal humidity difference, the value of SWH, affects the slanted angle of the form.
DUH, the band height of the climate torus, shows diurnal humidity difference.

Figure 7. Top view of the model (left) and front view of the model (right).

2.6. SAMPLE CITY MODELING
Using this system we generated climate tori of major US cities. Table 1
shows nine of the major cities in top view and front view. Unit for horizontal
axis is Fahrenheit which is the unit in the climate data, and the unit for vertical axis is pounds of moisture in 10,000 pounds of dry air (lb/10000lb)
which gives the form appropriate vertical thickness. Because all the images
are at the same scale, we can easily tell the major features of each climate
simply by comparing at the images. Hawaii has yearlong steady temperature
and humidity; Denver has large diurnal temperature changes; Chicago and
Minneapolis are similar except for Chicago being windier during July and
August; Houston is very humid; New York has large humidity change be-
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tween summer and winter. Compared to conventional visualization method,
climate torus is more intuitive for capturing these major features.
Table 1. Climate tori of nine sample cities.
Anchorage

Chicago

Denver

Hawaii

Houston

Minneapolis

New York

Phoenix

Seattle
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3. 3D printing climate forms
Digital models have many advantages such as flexibility. In digital environment, models can be easily zoomed in and out. This causes designers to lose
the scale of the models. Two models with similar shapes but different sizes
may be perceived as similar models. On the other hand, physical models are
good at conveying the scale of the model. Figure 8 shows three 3D printed
climate tori. To 3D print the models, we gave the climate tori minimum
thickness to make them watertight shell structures. Then the models are exported as STL files and sent to a 3D printing machine. The curves of January
1st, April first, July 1st, and October 1st are taken from the model to create
support for the models.

Figure 8. 3D printed models of Hawaii (left), Houston (middle), and New York (right).

4. Educational value
Sophomore students were assigned to produce 3D printed models of climate
tori of different cities in their design studio class. Raw climate data format
and psychrometric chart were explained to the students. They were then told
to create monthly profile curves based on climate data, generate the tori, put
patterns on the tori, 3D print the tori, and laser-cut the bases of the models.
To increase completion rate by lowering the difficulty of the task, uniformly
sized circles were put on the tori, instead of coding wind speed information.
12 out of 17 students completed the task. Putting all tori at same place during
the final review (Figure 9), students showed interest how climate differs
from place to place. Students showed more interest on the 3D models than
psychrometric charts which were introduced at the beginning of the studio
class.
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Figure 9. 3D printed climate tori by sophomore students.

5. Conclusion
This research proposes a method to visualize and materialize climate data
in 3D forms. Because of its three dimensional and formal nature, we were
able to code various climate information into the climate torus. This is an attempt for a novel visualization of climate data which is otherwise difficult to
comprehend because of the sheer amount of numbers. This is expected to
provide architects a holistic view of the climate in an intuitive way. The climate torus can also intrigue architecture students to better learn climate responsive design with less efforts. 3D printing the climate models and feeling
the textile of the models provide students a different way to understand the
impact of climate to building design. The climate torus has the future potential of coding more climate elements into it, e.g. solar radiation as colour,
precipitation as texture, etc.
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